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PLANNING

Planning started in the month of December, 2022

Meeting was conducted and work was delegated
among student coordinators

Work and responsibilities undertaken by II MAHRM

197 Alumni were contacted and invited
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PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

9:30 - 10:00 AM

PRAYER SONG

WELCOME ADDRESS

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

DEPARTMENT TIMELINE TALK

FUN DHAMAKA

VISIT TO VAISHNAV BAZAAR

REGISTRATION

10:01 - 10:05 AM

10:06 - 10:10 AM

10:11 - 10:20 AM

10:21 - 10:35 AM

10:36 - 11:36 AM

11:36 - 12:30 PM

NETWORKING AND LUNCH 12:31 PM ONWARDS

DATE:  11TH FEBRUARY, 2023
VENUE:  SHRI VALLABHACHARYA MINI AUDITORIUM
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OBJECTIVES

To encourage, foster and promote close networking among

the alumni themselves

To promote a sustained sense of belonging to DG

Vaishnav College by being a regular contact with them with

the mode of Alumni Association

To help the Institution in coordinating cultural, academic

and social endeavors  by way of strong rapport building.

To promote a sustained sense of belonging to the Alma

Mater among the Alumni by being in regular contact with

them.
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he host for the event was taken by

Selva Abirami and Nikita George of II-

MA-HRM respectively. Nikita of II MA

HRM started her speech with a warm

welcome. The event started with Tamil

Thai Vazhthu followed by prayer song

by Srisha of II-MA-HRM.

Mr Balamuralikrishnan, HEAD IN-

CHARGE, delivered the welcome

address. He initiated his speech by

proudly sharing the NAAC

accreditation of the institution with

A++ during the 3rd cycle.  In his

address he stated that the alumni

meet is one of the best event to build

a strong group of professional

network.  He highlighted the previous

year placement data where students

of HRM were placed in Vedanta

with highest package. 

Presidential address was given by

Principal Captain Dr S Santhosh

Baboo, he came up with the

importance of networking how it

helps the students in their bright

future, along with how the alumni’s
can have strong connect with the

college to give back to the place

from where they started their

professional journey. 

He persuaded the Alumni to

contribute to the institution by

partnering in internship, placement

and other activities of the college

T
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Ms K.Shivashankari, Faculty Co-ordinator briefed on the significance of Alumni

networking. She also added that Alumni are the pillars and thanked them for

building this department culture and transferring the same to the current batch.

She stated that Alumni’s continuous support is expected in future too. She finished

of with a beautiful quote ‘In a conflict between the heart and the brain, follow your

heart’ by Swami Vivekananda.
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Then the department timeline was

explained by Aravind Jayesh, Student

President of HRD Forum of  II-MA-HRM. 

Aravind started of with how the

department is currently performing now

and  how are we moving forward. He

touched upon the NLP, LDP and other

annual activities of the department. He

added the New intiatives like 5 days

certification programme on Career

Advancement which was introduced

based on the current market trends and 

 requirements, handled by the qualified

professionals. 

He added the New initiatives like 5 days

certification programme on Career

Advancement which was introduced

based on the current market trends and 

 requirements, handled by the qualified

professionals. Then he moved on with

the department most highlighted event

that is the international study trip to

vigilant about the Global HR practices. 

HR Pathrika- a bi-monthly magazine to

record the happenings and success of

the department was initiated. A

simulation of 2 Companies with various

HR functions was started to provide

practical learning and experiences.  
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This provided students to enrich their hands-on experience about the HR functions.  He

added that Dhrona – Corporate to Campus mentoring is provided from this year onwards

to enhance practical knowledge. Finally he concluded his speech by stating that the

alumni association should be formed to have a strong connect and network. 
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ARTISTIC PERFORMANCE BY STUDENTS OF I MA-HRM

11

CORPORATE WALK BY I MA-HRM

SINGING PERFORMANCE BY I MA-HRM

FUSION DANCE BY I MA-HRM



ARTISTIC PERFORMANCE BY STUDENTS OF II MA-HRM
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FUSION DANCE BY II MA-HRM

SINGING PERFORMANCE BY II MA-HRM

FUSION DANCE BY II MA-HRM



Games like connections, babble and

gabble, cup and card game etc. The

winners were given gifts as a token of

appreciation. 

The alumni talk was conducted to share

their fond memories of the college days

and their experience with the current

batchmates.

Vote of thanks was presented by Prof.

A.K. Snehaa, Faculty coordinator. Then

finally group photo was taken with

alumni’s and HRM department together.
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DANCE PERFORMANCE BY I & II MA-HRM



FUN DHAMAKA EVENTS
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GROUP PHOTO
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ALUMNI FEEDBACK

"It was a wonderful today. Thanks for all the the efforts you guys
put in to pull this off. Enjoyed a lot." - Rajaram, 2018-20 Batch

"It was good and engaging." - Karthikeyan, 2020-22  Batch

"Thank you so much for the amazingly organized event and
constant follow up." - Niruthya, 2019-21 Batch

"Nice to be part of the event liked the energy." - Manikandan,
2010-12 Batch

"Thanks for inviting us, Kudos to whole team for putting so much
effort and organized this great event a personal thanks to all the
coordinating with us." - Keerthana, 2020-22 Batch
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